History 360´ introduces the various important
historical subjects, people, events, and ideas that have
changed the world. It covers ancient and medieval
history, revolutionary battles, natural disasters, social
movements, both World Wars and the Cold War.

100 x 6 min

Series of one hundred short videos are history
lessons in small and entertaining doses. Each
six-minute episode brings history to life through
a mix of lively, high-end reenactments and archival
footage, narrated in an informal, straightforward
tone. The episodes move at a quick pace to hold
the attention even of our young viewers.
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Afghanistan, withdrawal
of troops 1989

Alexander the Great

Boycott of the Moscow
Olympics

Communication in the
Ancient World:
Greek Phoenicians

An epic history of Afghanistan
Cold war last conflict 1989,
lasting for more than a
decade taking numerous lives
of innocent people striving
for peace in deeply hostile
environment having deadly
cold, diseases and bleeding
wound everywhere. An
episode of a region nurturing
for becoming most explosive
in the world.

Watch the beginning of 16
year old Alexander the Great
as a king and his unstoppable
intent in his journey of taking
an empire and ruling it from
west to east, his tragic end
to life.

The story of Boycott of 1981
Moscow Olympics. Starting
from the United States, a
boycott of the Olympic Games
from almost 50 countries
with politics being a key
ingrediant of this Boycott.
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Art in the ancient World
2

Achilles
The greatest weapon in
ancient greece - Achilles.
Watch to know the creation
of Achilles - Son of a human
father, demi-god, an example
of incarnation of courage,
virtue and heroism to and for
the people.

Take a peek into an
unmistakable style of
painting and carving the most
iconic pieces of art more
than 2400 years old. Know
the birth of art from ancient
egypt artists.
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Babylon

Akhenaten

Wanna know what
techniques, innovations, and
different elements emerged
in Mesopotamia - Time
measurement, movement of
light…. and How?

The story of a short lived
reign of Egyptian king Akhenatan. His negligence
on diplomatic affairs, political
and personal loss for his
ambition of new city and
royal capital.
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Alexander the Great
and The Persians
The smart moves of
Alexander the Great making
him succeed his motive and
his remarkable capabilities of
crushing greek cities. Watch
to know how he became the
king of Persia.
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Brennus
Discover the worst recorded
disaster in the history of
Roman Republic. From The
Gallic war between the Celtic
and the Romans, to the sack
of Rome. Watch the story of
Brennus leading the Celtic to
an easy victory at the Allia
showing no mercy, capturing
the city of Rome with tactics
and skills.

Boadicea,
The Celtic warrior
A choice to be made of
simulating into Roman culture
by Celtic or be destroyed.
Pressurising the tribe to give
them the territory and power
or face the unstoppable force.
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Communication in the
Ancient World:
Roman Communication
Discover how the Roman
technology built the first
roads and Public Postal
Service. Expanding the
system of communication and
commercial expansion in an
efficient and reliable way.
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Caligula

8

Imagine the time when the
development of writing
happened in - 3300 BC
to the 8th Century BC the
Phoenician civilization,
inventor of the first
Western alphabets. The
first step towards how
human communication is
now possible to the whole
system. See how the Greeks
adapted this alphabet system
to innovate in miraculous
ways and building the first
dramatic theatre arenas.

Watch the fascinating story
about Caligula from his birth
in 37 CE, to being destined
for greatness and how a
sudden sickness changes
the life of Caligula and the
Roman Empire.
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Confucius
Watch the story behind the
most influential individual in
human history ‘Confucius’ the
legendary thinker and symbol
of Chinese Culture. Discover
the philosphy of Confucius,
who had one aim to create
Wisdom and spread the moral
practise of respect, kindness
and sincerity reagrdless of
class or religion and believed
it to be the way to end wars.
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Conquering Eldorado

Freedom at any price!

This story focuses on the
Spanish Conquistadors
who were driven by thirst
of gold, which led them to
Columbia to find the Golden
man ‘El Dorado’, resulting
to destruction, tortures, and
dieases to the local tribe.

As the iron curtain falls on
the satellite countries of the
Ussr in the 1950’s, tensions
are numerous. The reason?
Residents can no longerleave
their country, only foreigners
can flee.

Chile the fall of
Salvador Allende

Leonidas and the Battle
of Thermopylae

Chile : For citizens,
democratic elections and
selection of Dr Salvador
Allende brought ray of hope
but the tragic end of rule
of communist government
resulted in declarartion
of state emergency, food
scarcity and collapse of the
economy with his fall.

Never to miss story of a
courageous and sharp-witted
king battle, who with tactful
moves sets an example of
power and victory regardless
of much stronger opponents.
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Cortes
Watch the fascinating story
of the deadliest warrior in
the Spanish Conquistadors
- Hernon Cortes. The man
responisble for the massacre
and decline of the Regional
Empire. Highlighting the
strategies developed to
over power and creating
destruction for the Aztecs,
with only a small army.
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Freedom for
Eastern Europe!
Hungary, the first to push
back domination and people
could meet their loved ones.
A wind of change in Poland
as people resisted soviet
dictatorship for democratic
elections.

McCarthyism
24

Christopher Columbus,
the discovery of America
The sailing ships from Spain
for a dangerous expedition
to access vast riches of the
East. Its reward, betrayal and
miscalculation of distance by
the Spanish King.

A U-2 American spy plane
crushed by Soviet military
rocket in 1960. Watch to
know the impact amongst
the two nations and the
consequences it created.
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First nuclear tests
The first nuclear tests ever
after the nuclear attacks in
Japan. Astonishing facts and
information about Nuclear
Tests done by the USA in
the Pacific Waters. What
impact did it have ? and
Was it Sucessful ? All these
answers are presented and
more specialized information
and real time imaging of the
Nuclear Tests.
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Is the Cold war over

Greek agriculture

About 3 percent of the
world’s human race vanished
in two world wars. The
nations strongly prepare for
nuclear weapon programs!
Are we still living in a state of
cold war?

Farming, fishing, boat
building! Olive oil and wine
being so essential and
the types of meal - what’s
more to learn about the life
of people during ancient
greece ?
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Hiroshima
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Fleeing the USSR
An escape for freedom Swim across black sea to
save life, 30-35 kms through
cold currents. A move in
one direction and life is
gone, countries were being
destroyed even after the end
of cold war.

A beginning of atomic age!
Cause of celebration for
United States. Consequences
of 2 atomic bombs on
Hiroshima minting 16+ million
lives in 1945.

Mikhail Gorbachev
Transitioning waves between
the US and Soviet Union
after the elections in 1989.
The end course of cold war!
How the nations mould led
to change in trade barriers,
nuclear arms and remarkable
bond.
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King Djoser

Miltiades

How the King known as
divine of body became
popular by erecting a tomb
- A pyramid style building
piercing the sky to be closer
to God. The spectacular
innovation of stepped
pyramid termed the architect
as an Egyptian god.

Miltiades - The glory of battle
of Marathon. A great hero,
descendent of Athenian
family who had personal
stake in the battle against
huge Persian empire forces.
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Mussolini and the
Ethiopian campaign

Ramses III

Science in
Ancient Greece

Staline and Trotski

The story enlightens the
leader of National Fascist
Party, who abolished
democracy to bring in
Dictatorship in Italy. Watch
the story behind Mussolini
and the invasion to Ethiopian
Lands taking revenge for
World War defeat by Africa,
starting a new war in the
African region with fatalities
to defeat the local army.

The rein of Remises III,
taking the throne at a
young age and getting the
power to control Egypt.
But all this comes with a
lot of pressure to carry the
Remises name and their
legacy . Will Remises III be
able to rise up to expectation
of his sucessor, the greatest
Pharaoh of all time and
protect his throne ? especially
with the political changes,
labor strikes, and other
economic challenges.
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NATO military bases
In order to protect the
Western Europe from Soviet
Union, NATO formed, an
alliance between the United
States of America, Canada
and the European Union
Countries. From army-navy
landing drills, to atomic bomb
transportation, preparing the
European territory for the
worst during the Cold War
period.
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The greed of power gets real
during the Russian revolution
when two prominent leaders
with different ideologies
clashed . Find out how
modern day Russia was
shaped during the period.
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Star wars

The Romans were very
much known for practicality,
sanitation, technology and
engineering. Interesting to
see why did the Romans built
sterdy roads!

Its not what you think, but it
may become as real as the
movies when an initiative by
a super power, which may
become a reality and prove
hostile to another super
power! Was it even realistic
to think about war among the
stars?
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Science in ancient Rome

Religion in Ancient
Egypt
Religion in Ancient Egypt was
something closely connected
with every day life to politics
and culture. The Egyptians
had a strong believe in after
life and followed every step
to prove that. Watch the
story of how the Egyptians
preserved their bodies, and
their obsession with after life
and resurrection.
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Nero
The Story behind the
successor of Claudius in
54 CE. The new Emperor
of Rome ‘Nero’, watch how
the new emperor came into
power, the fire that burnt
75% of Rome, decline of
the Roman leader and the
unexpected end to his power
with his own men turning
against him.

The Greeks invented the first
medical science surpassing
myths on diseases as
punishing sins of humans
rather the factors behind
causing them. Discoveries by
philosophers on navigation,
volume of water in a tub and
many more.

Sculpture in the ancient
world
The Greek art and sculptures
have been considered as
human artistic achievement.
Visually appealing and
mesmerising to see the
greeks sculptures - A perfect
human! The tricky thing
for ancient artists was to
represent the Goddess
sculptures.

Stop the Vietnam war!
One of the greatest wars in
the noted American history.
However, collateral damage
is always a part of a war.
President Nixon deals with
one of the most difficult
situations put across his
table.
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Teotihuacan

Rome
bread and circuses

One of the greatest
civilisations ever built in
the history. With all the
advancements in the Messo
America period, the culture
depicted mysterious beliefs
and practices. it may have
been one of the most
influential regions of the
time.

The Life in ancient times! A
staple diet of Rome - Bread,
its scarcity could lead to
cause rebellion. Bread &
grain - A guarantee of social
peace.
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Spies of the cold war
The US deployed nuclear
weapons and the USSR had
atomic bombs. An episode
on how Soviet cracked
atomic secrets, investigation
on various supporters and
suspects of USSR including
Americans and a hunt on
mass media
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The architecture of
Ancient Greece

The beginning of food

The Berlin blockade

The Celts

Every men/women work to
put food on their table. But
how did the food orginate,
from hunting to settling
down at one place, and
growing food from the land. A
facinating story of beginning
of the land grown food, and
exciting processes that have
brought us where we are
today.

Division of Berlin as the West
and East(under Soviet sector)
in 1948. The Soviet Union
expansion plan to West
miserbly failed. What led to
end of the Berlin blockade
despite seizing rail, road and
canal mode of supplies to
West?

The collection of people
from different tribes sharing
common cultural traits,
similar language and religious
practices. The Warriors had
long hair and tattoos, a niche
yet so aggressive posing
threat to city of Rome.

The Greeks are believed to
be Gods in the architectural
history. From giant structures
in the cities to smart systems
present in households in
the V century, marked a
beginning in architecture that
the world would appreciate
and follow even today!
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The architecture of
Ancient Rome
A country known for the
strongest architecture in the
world, but where did it get
its roots from ? Diving in to
the architecture of Ancient
Rome answers this question,
and much more. Discover how
the Romans became the first
one to use and mix concrete
and built huge stadiums
and structures including
the Colosseum, with unique
detailing and elements used.
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The beginning of WW1
1914 was marked the year
when World War 1 began.
Watch the true story to see
how it all began from Bosnia,
with all the information on
how the alliances were built,
armies were being prepared,
economic crisis in all fighitng
nations, the bloodshed, loss
of millions of army men and
civilians.
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The assignation of
Julius Cesar
Explore the real time
details of the Julius Ceasar
assassination. From being
appointed the dictator of the
Roman Empire, to bleeding to
death on the Senate floor, an
episode on each part of the
event to the final minute of
Julius Ceasar’s life.

The beginnings of
Agriculture
A society that has trouble
feeding itself wouldn’t last
long. The journey behind
the beginning of agriculture,
from where it all started
to how the development in
agriculture brought major
changes to our society,
along with which came
many dieases, and unique
agriculture techniques to
grow healthy crops.

The Birth of the
Xia dynasty in China
An episode of chinese
dynasty and the yellow river
flood taking numerous lives
due to lack of minimising
ways. Yu The Great proved
to be a hero in upcoming
the situation through his
diligence and mindfulness.
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The civil war in Angola
A Battle for supermacy
causing lives of citizens
horrifying. A war amongst
people’s party - MPLA, FNLA
and UNITA to strive for
power and massive wealth of
mineral resources of Angola!
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The Birth of writing

The conquest of space

Did you know the first man
starting talking 2 million
years ago! Ancient Egyptians
were the first to use writing
in pictogram form, quoted
facts and stories on pieces
of potteries. Egyptian
hieroglyphs still remained a
mystery.

Sputnik - A first man-made
object in space by the USSR,
Explorer1 - A first satellite
successfully launched by the
USA. Not to miss the space
race between cold war rivals.
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The Budapest uprising
A revolution of 1956 for
the will of freedom against
dictatorship by Hungarians.
After a six days fight,
Hungary got free thereafter
still prisoners in their own
country!

The construction of the
Berlin Wall
The city of Berlin cut in half!
The border covered by East
German troops became focus
of conflict between the USA
& Soviet Union.
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The creation of NATO

The fall of Montezuma

Find out the reason behind
creation of NATO. A support
of the US military to western
Europe for protection and the
involvement of 12 nations for
NATO against the USSR.

Presently known as the
Mexico, discover the fall of
a glorious Aztec empire to
Spanish invaders who were in
search of new lands for Great
Roman King

The first man
on the Moon

The History of
Democracy

An episode on successful
landing of US rocket on the
moon with human walking
impressions created by an
American astronaut in 1969.

Watch how Democracy got
evolved from 800BC Greece
to Roman empire to present
day system.
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The Great Wall of China

The Cuban Missile Crisis
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The presence of Soviet
missiles on Cuban soil, 90
miles from the US shore
. Swift reaction of the US
president that time led to
avoidance of eminent Nuclear
war.

The fall of the
Berlin Wall
Watch the historical event
of east and west Germany
getting united after they got
divided post 2nd world war.

1500 miles long wall built by
the first emperor of China Shi Huang, for his obsession
on the construction project.
The architects were killed!
Find out the interesting facts
behind the Great wall!
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The Greek Civil War
61

The Cuban Revolution
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An episode on the end of
corrupt regime of Cuba to
a young rebel Fidel castro
who promised to run Cuba
democratically which never
happened and fun loving
people of the Cuba were
ruled by a Dictator for 57
years in a communist regime.

The fall of the USSR
Communism was rejected by
the people of Russia after
68 yrs and the USSR was
disbanded into independent
countries deciding their own
fate.

A start to the Greek Civil War,
with funding from the USSRGuerillas in Southern Europe
seeking a communist take
over. The terrorism increase
in the country creating an
alarming situation, and a
need for support both in
terms of economic and
weaponary to fight back.

The Chinese Civil War,
The Fall of Liberal but corrupt
China to Iron Fisted rule of
Communism.
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The Invasion of Grenada
The US forces liberated
Grenada from clutches of
Cuban sponsered Communist
regime.
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The Iron Curtain
Post World War 2, the entire
world was split into two kind
of ideologies, one which was
liberated by the Soviet from
Nazis which was east europe
and one by the rest of world
forces which was liberal
democracy.
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The H Bomb
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The fall of Ceausescu

The first chinese
Emperor

Fall of a Communist
dictator was no less than
a revolution and A New
Romania emerged which
was to be free and ruled by
the people democractically
but corruption was too deep
rooted!

Ying Zheng, called himself
as the first emperor of
China - A dictator with
ruthless system wanted to
conquer all states. In search
of becoming immortal, one
day he collapsed at an early
age, sooner led to fall of his
dynasty.

The most powerful weapon
ever noticed - United States
H Bomb. Real time nuclear
weapon testing on Marshall
Island, to see the impact
and study the effects, and
shockwaves of the bomb. A
successful attempt showing
the new strengths of the US
Nuclear Power.
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The Korean War,
Beginning
After the 2nd world war,
Korea was split in two!
Russian controlled communist
becomes North Korea and
USA controlled South Korea,
North Korea attacked South
Korea to unify the country
but USA protected with all its
might to save Democracy in
South Korea.
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The Korean War, the end

The nuclear threat

The pyramids of Egypt

The science of Ancient

Brutal Korean War becomes
stage for the USSR and USA
to test their arms strength.
In between Korean people
lost many human lives
which ended up at the same
borders as before the war i.e.
38th Parallel.

The Cold war between two
super powers had created a
situation where, for USA to
match USSR military might
have to get the solution and
they came out with Nuclear
Cruise missile system which
they secretly deployed all
over the Europe.

It’s the visible demonstration
of power, most famous - the
pyramids of Giza, 4500
years old. For over 3500
years, recorded the tallest
man-made structure aiming
to reach sky. The Egyptian
pyramids are the most
monumental in the world.

How ancient Egyptians
society developed and
flourished civilization by
starting out a revolution to
develop their economy. A look
at their major contribution
towards science and
technology. Some facts about
orgination of Giza Pyramids
and experimentation on
transformation of body after
death.
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The S A L T Agreements

The Soviet atomic bomb

A first treaty between the
USA and USSR after three
decades, SALT I & II- both
nations agree on limiting
nuclear weapons poduction
to weaken chances of
Nuclear war.

After the United States being
successful in testing and
having the atomic bomb, it
was about time the Soviet
Nation did the same by going
through a successful test
attempt for the Atomic Bomb,
balancing the Cold War and
putting the whole Western
World to a shock.
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The last spies of the
cold war
In the analog era of 60’s
through 90’s when humans
were made virtual spies in
cold war, both countries the USA and USSR either by
honey trap or money made
their way.
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The Prague Spring
An attempt of the first
secretary of the Communist
party of Czechoslovakia to
drive his country towards
democracy in 1968 take
turns when the Soviet and
other nations have different
ideas for freedom and
democracy.
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The neutron bomb
The USA came out of their
version of Neutron weapon
to so called save the native
allies from Russian ground
forces. The bomb could
easily destroy human race
in smaller area without
destroying the buildings
as it emits 10 times more
radiation than conventional
atom bomb.
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The pyramid of kheops
A Pharao ( King) obsessed
with dream project to be
fulfilled so that he could
peacefully rest . This, one of
the wonders of the world was
way ahead of its time and
took a staggering amount of
blood and sweat to build it
tall to the sky.
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The New York plane
crash Seoul

The pyramid of Snefrou

In the height of Cold war,
a Korean air plane flying
from USA to Seoul with
269 passengers lost bit
of its trajectory and USSR
responded with missle
destroying the plane in mid
air with 2 missiles.

When conventional pyramid
design was altered, but was
it on purpose to achieve
perfection or a mistake ?
If an experiment that would
determine the future of
pyramids?
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The Sandinista
revolution in Nicaragua
What, who & why triggered
Sandinista revolution in
Nicargua. The two global
superpower Nations, Soviet
Union and USA playing a vital
role in supporting the two
sides and impacting Nicargua
emotionally and financially
. Financial Aid, Firepower,
Impact and all political
hidden secrets behind the
two parties Sandinistas
and Contras involved in the
revolution.
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The tomb of the
first emperor Qin
The astonishing tomb of the
first Emperor of China. With
an army guarding this mass
of man-made mountain. The
tomb is larger than anyone
can imagine, with an artificial
river landscape, Terracotta
Warriors, Entertainers,
Chariots, and many secrets
that lie within this fascinating
tomb of the emperor.
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The tragic end of
Cassius and Brutus
What happened after the
assasination of Julius Ceasar
? How did the new leader
of Rome reacted to this ?
Discover the answer to these
questions and the tragic
ending of the two main
conspirators Brutus and
Cassius.
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The war in Afghanistan

Themistocles

Visit to North Korea

The Afghan president calls for
the Russian help to control
rebels called Mujahideen
which turned into a relegion
war and the cost of huge
civilian casualties.

In world’s first democracy
in 521 BC, a new
power emerged called
Themistocles,they built
Athens first seabound army
to defend themselves from
enemy of outside world. The
one who started the Golden
age of Greece.

North korea is one of the
5 communist countries left in
the world. They don’t allow
tourist in their country and
practically still in war with
the UN forces.
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The Vietnam War
the beginning
The America fighting
communist regime of North
Vietnam backed by China
and USSR to save democracy
in that region. They obliged
french and took the war on
themselves.

The war in Afghanistan
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3 years into the conflict
between Russian backed
ruler and USA funded
Mujahideen which was
world’s largest refugee
camp in pakistan along with
huge civilian hardship living
in Afganistan. The battle
continued till 1989 and this
war torned country was left
to Pakistan backed Taliban.

V-day in London
London. Capital of great
britain. On V day. 8th may
1945. It’s the whirlwind in
the streets: the nightmare of
the wounded city is finally
over.
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Vercingetorix
92

The Vietnam War
the End
After 30 years of civil
war, finally North Vietnam
captures South Vietnam and
makes a unified country ruled
by its communist rulers till
present time.
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The youth of
Alexander the great
Making of the Great king
Alexendar and his rise under
his father at young age.

In 56 BC, Julius Ceaser
taking his Roman army to
rule France encountered
an epic resistance from the
brave Vercingetorix, who
organised an army with
local population. To save
his people from wrath of
the Julius Ceaser he offered
himself as prisoner!
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War strategies of
Imperial China
From 500 BC to 200 BC,
China was in more than
100 kingdoms who used to
fight among themselves to
conquer each untill Qin in
200 BC made them into one
Kingdom.

